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Keeping up with the Joneses is an idiom in many parts of the English-speaking world referring
to the comparison to one's neighbor as a benchmark for socialÂ Origins - Social effects - In
popular culture. An ordinary suburban couple finds it's not easy keeping up with the Joneses
â€” their impossibly attractive and ultra-sophisticated new neighbors â€” especially. 22 Jun - 3
min - Uploaded by 20th Century Fox An ordinary suburban couple (Zach Galifianakis, Isla
Fisher) finds it's not easy keeping up.
keep up with the Joneses definition: to always want to own the same expensive objects and do
the same things as your friends or neighbours, because you are. Critics Consensus: Keeping
Up with the Joneses squanders a decent premise -- and a talented cast full of funny people -on a witless and.
Keeping Up with the Joneses movie reviews & Metacritic score: An ordinary suburban couple
(Zach Galifianakis, Isla Fisher) finds it's not easy keeping up w. If you say that someone is
keeping up with the Joneses, you mean that they are doing something in order to show that
they have as much money as other people .
The top 5 origin stories for the phrase Keeping up with the Joneses. Is it a comic strip by
Arthur Pop Momand, or the richest of the rich Jones. As it turns out, the phrase Keeping up
with the Joneses comes from a cartoon strip of that name that launched in and ran for 26
years. Keeping Up with the Joneses summary of box office results, charts and release
information and related links.
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